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AV Helpdesk goes beyond specifying,
into the field and has “never lost a client.”
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consulting model
is based on an old
paradigm,” Grace says.
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breaking the

Consulting Mold
This small and innovative firm takes consulting way beyond specifying, into the
field and onto a 20 percent per year revenue growth.
By Tom LeBlanc l Photography by Adrien Bisson

T

here is something very different about
AV Helpdesk. It’s a consulting firm, but it doesn’t fit
the form factor that consultants and specifiers have
established in the commercial electronics industry.
Incidentally, that established consultant/specifier model “stinks,” according to AVHD president
Steve Grace. He speaks from experience. Grace
has worked in the A/V integration industry since
1989, holding positions like assistant technician, technician, draftsperson,
engineer and director of technical operations before co-founding AVH in
March of 2003.
“The traditional A/V consulting model is based on an old paradigm,”
Grace says, and comes from a time when “manufacturers had protected
territories served by a single or small group of dealers, a time before the
Internet when clients were less educated about their technology options.”
As a result of an outdated business model, traditional A/V consultants’
solutions are “intentionally vague to allow flexibility in equipment selection
for dealers,” Grace adds. “Their model relies on the A/V dealer to provide

the detailed engineering efforts and related documentation required to
build systems. This approach results in substantial bid response disparities in pricing and equipment selection, and ultimately to variations in
end-user experience.
“These disparities also make it difficult for the client to manage the
rooms effectively for ongoing maintenance and support. This approach
works for one-off projects of yesterday, but falls apart when the client tries
to implement a standardized approach across geographic diverse locations.”
AVHD takes an approach more appropriate for today’s clients’ needs,
one that goes beyond a specifying role and into the trenches with the eventual integrator, explains unified communications consultant Chris Neto.
He highlights three characteristics that make AVHD unique:
� Elevated Detail: “Our A/V drawings and bid documentation is a
departure from the traditional way of consulting. Take a look at a set
of drawings or our bid sheet and you’ll see the difference immediately.”
� Direct Client Relationship: “Most consultants work directly for or
are brought in by an architect. Though we do a lot of work with archi-

Meet AV Helpdesk’s Starting Lineup
With eight employees and only plans for slow and steady
growth, it’s easy to glance at AV Helpdesk’s full roster of
employees. After all, says president Steve Grace, the individuals’ skillsets, which emphasis engineering and general askew
sales, are a big part of what makes the unique consultant’s
business model a fit for its clients.
Steve Grace: Co-founder/President – Since beginning
his integration industry career in 1989, Grace has held positions from assistant technician to draftsperson to engineer to
director of technical operations. His latest role, entrepreneur,
took off when he co-founded AVHD.
Collin Hogan: Co-founder/Senior Engineer – Starting
out as a draftsperson in 1999, Hogan moved on to engineering
roles and retains one even after co-founding AVHD.
Ed Hondzinski: Project Management Team Leader –
Working his way through a variety of integration roles including technician, project manager and engineer, Hondzinski now
leads AV Helpdesk’s project management efforts.
Denise Capone: Wearing multiple hats for AVHD, Capone
draws on experience as an integration firm service coordinator,
operations manager and project manager. She acts as AVHC
account manager and project manager for some high-level

projects for key clients.
Blake O’Donnell: Programmer – A Crestron and
AMX programmer since 2000,
O’Donnell leads AVHD’s software programming efforts.
Josh Herbeck: Engineer
— With a diverse background that includes concert
stagehand, audio production
crew chief, freelance audio
engineer and quality control
Collin Hogan, senior
technician, Herbeck acts as an
engineer and AV Helpdesk
engineer and heads AVHD’s
co-founder
on-site quality control and
close-out efforts.
Chris Neto: Unified Communications Consultant -After starting out as an intern in the New York Giants’ video
department and working his way through a variety of roles
including installation technician, project manager and engineer, Neto acts as unified communications consultant for and
runs AVHD’s New York office.

tects [20 percent], most of our projects have come from the customer directly. Typically we work as the technology advocate and
“[The traditional A/V
voice of the client.”
consulting]
approach
� Presence in the Field: “Our business model puts us in the trenches
works for one-off
with the installers. We roll up our sleeves and immerse ourselves in
projects of yesterday,
the project and technology by taking a hands-on approach.”
but falls apart when the
The approach is working for AVHD. Although Grace declines to share
client tries to implement
specific revenue numbers, he says the firm has seen five consecutive
a standardized
years of 20 percent growth. He adds that AVHD “has never lost a client.”
approach
across
Pressed on that lofty claim, Grace thinks about it for a moment and reitgeographic diverse
erates, “No, we’ve never lost a client.”
locations,” Grace says.
The New Client-Consultant Relationship
Another way that AVHD is very different is in its connection with its
clients. The Boston-based company doesn’t possess an actual office. Six
employees work out of their homes in the Boston area; Neto heads up
petitive. Our approach is designed specifically to level the pricing efforts
the New York operations out of his home; and CEO/senior engineer/coso that we can then select a vendor who is best suited for a particular client
founder Collin Hogan works out of his Austin, Texas, home.
or project based on their capabilities.”
The team stays connected through virtual meetings and, in essence,
Proof that AVHD’s methods provide reliable results for its clients,
their clients’ project locations become their offices. AVHD engineers seem
according to Grace, is that integrators’ bids on its designs tend to “come
to be constantly on location either meeting with clients to prepare designs
back within 1, 2 or 3 percent of each other,” adding, “even the labor is close.”
or on-site acting as project managers.
In part, AVHD leverages design templates
Grace says he and Hogan recognized that clito accomplish this consistency and predictabilents need to have consultants act more as their
“We produce a detailed, buildity. “Standardization for many of our corporate
representatives, to have “more detail up front,”
clients is key,” Neto says, adding that “template”
“less vague designs” and not to be cast away when
ready documentation package
the design is sent out for bid.
that includes functional narratives, doesn’t equal “cookie-cutter.”
AVHD aims to keep a consistent look and feel
Indeed, AVHD is “very different,” says George
infrastructure requirement
to the design, technology and customer interface,
Bing, VP of systems contracting for North Haven,
drawings, signal flow diagrams,
but the consultant benefits from “the feedback
Conn.-based HB Communications, an integrator
we receive once the rooms are in use and we are
that has worked with the consultant on several
rack elevations and a variety of
projects. “They’re deeply involved in the implescope documents that provide the called back to train new hires on the systems,”
Neto says. “We learn, modify and improve our
mentation of the project, from project managedirection necessary for integrators process, design and templates based on our
ment to commissioning and programming.”
to bid effectively,” Grace says.
customer interaction, which is not limited to
The idea, Grace says, is to work with the client
decision makers. We work closely with onsite
early on “to identify business goals and budgets
support staff and vendors to deliver products
and then clearly document the requirements.”
that are simple to use. Once the customers are happy and begin to ask
The AVHD-to-client relationship is a long one, Neto adds. “We stay on
for more, we then begin work on their standards documentation that will
with the customer and project-manage the vendor up until we qualify the
allow that system to be replicated and installed throughout the customer’s
system and train the clients.”
organization.”
That relationship starts with a whole lot of information gathering, Grace
says. “We produce a detailed, build-ready documentation package that
Impact on Integrators
includes functional narratives, infrastructure requirement drawings, signal
There is an elephant in the room, however, and that’s that many integraflow diagrams, rack elevations and a variety of scope documents that protors probably like — or are at least comfortable with — the established
vide the direction necessary for integrators to bid effectively and be com-

Spec’ing in an Integrator

“

As part of AV Helpdesk’s intimate relationship with clients,
the consultant’s roles go well
beyond system design and
into helping to choose integrator bids. Since AVHD’s detailed
documentation, templatebased designs and price-leveling efforts lead to bids coming
in within “1, 2 or 3 percent”
of one another, according to
president Steve Grace, we
asked him what factors are
considered when choosing an
integration firm for its clients:

There are a variety of factors that can impact the performance of any integrator, from
individuals on the project team to recent corporate structural changes.
On the individual level, project managers and lead technicians are key to the
success of any project. If the project manager or lead technician is assigned to too
many projects, their attention to our project can suffer or create a situation where
the smallest delay can wreak havoc on the overall schedule as they are simply not
available. We will often request a specific project manager or lead technician for our
more challenging projects and ask the integrator to identify the number and type of
projects that the key personnel are expected to be working on in our timeframe.
On the corporate level, we look at recent mergers, acquisitions, changes in business models and anything else that can impact their ability to execute our projects
very carefully. Companies that provide a diverse range of services such as IT contracting, that also include A/V, are given less weight than those that are dedicated solely
to A/V. Companies that generate less than 80 percent of their revenue specifically
from A/V integration are usually excluded.
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approach to A/V consulting.
After all, AVHD’s detail-oriented, price-leveling approach to documentation has the potential to neutralize the expertise of some integration
firms, lowering them to the level of less sophisticated installers. There’s also
the elevated role that AVHD plays during project implementation, which
may lead some integrators to a “too many cooks in the kitchen” feeling.
AVHD’s mission, however, while overwhelmingly focused on the needs
of the client, is also sensitive to integrators, according to Grace. “Our
model is built from the ground up to result in the most transparent and
fair playing field possible for each of the integrators.”
Integrators ought to take a close look at AVHD’s business model, Neto
suggests. “Integrators should not shy away from doing business with
AVHD simply because we do project management, programming and
quality control. Our model allows the vendor to focus on hardware and

“Our business
model puts us
in the trenches
with the
installers,”
Neto says.

installation.” He adds: “We can work together and rely on each other to
deliver a rock-solid system that is professionally built and installed. The
integrator can focus on deliverables.”
In some ways, AVHD’s project management role can help preserve the
integrator-client relationship, Grace adds. “We are able to identify and
head off most issues before they get to the point where the client needs to
get involved. While there are often instances where vendor representatives
say or do something they are not supposed to and we correct behavior or
give additional direction, we deal with those issues honestly and openly
and always with shared goals of finishing the project on time and on budget. It really hasn’t been an issue.”
It hasn’t been for James Welsh, director of engineering for Sudbury,

Mass.-based Adtech Systems, an integrator that has worked with AVHD
on multiple projects. “I feel that because [AVHD] maintains involvement
in the project the needs of the client are more fully met,” he says. “When
an issue arises during the installation, it’s a benefit to have the designer
available to work with the integrator and the client, if necessary, to come
up with an acceptable resolution.”
Logical though that may be, the elephant still in the room is probably
causing skepticism among some integrators hesitant to get involved in
AVHD’s innovative model. For instance, some integrators probably perceive a reduced hardware installation role that doesn’t reflect their firm’s
expertise.
“I look at it this way,” Neto says. “Most integrators will take little projects that are typically referred to as ‘hang and bangs.’ These are taken on
by integrators [as a means toward] larger projects, or if you have enough
of them going on they can be a source of revenue. Our projects, along the
same way of thinking, really benefit the integrators. They simply follow the
design and build the system. I find that to be a better way to show off their
skills than simply hanging and banging an LCD monitor and a wall plate.”
Different Kind of Consultant
The other thing that is very different about AV Helpdesk is intangible.
Grace can be bold, not in derogatory sense; in fact, he comes across as an
extremely nice guy. It’s the choices he has made that are brazen, because
they reflect a man who puts actions ahead of words.
We all talk about how it would be more productive and efficient to
eliminate office space costs and commutes, but Grace actually has done
that with his company. The nimbleness of collaborating through virtual
meetings allows his team more time to serve clients and made expansions
to New York and Texas easy.
We all talk about calculated growth, but Grace is adamant about his
commitment to grow the firm slowly. Even with 20 percent growth per
year over five years, AV Helpdesk remains at eight employees (at press
time). A sales-centric (read: not client-centric) approach could take the
company off track. “We’re not sales people,” Grace says. “We are looking
out for our clients’ best interest, and sales could skew that.”
We all talk about the ideas we have to improve what we see as status
quo in our companies and industries. Grace actually built a company that
ignores the established and deeply embedded consulting/specifying business models and presents clients with something that he sees as a better fit.
That’s bold. And all indications are that it’s working.
Another result of AV Helpdesk’s innovative approach is a company with
no competitors, claims Grace. “It’s a niche that’s not really filled. We don’t
think we have any competitors in this model.”
To other consultants, that has to be intimidating. CI

In the Consultant/Blogger’s Words
Those in the commercial integration industry active in social
media aren’t reading about AV Helpdesk’s Chris Neto for the
first time. The unified communications consultant runs a popular industry and technology content site, Avshout.com, which is
not affiliated with AVHD.
Since Neto is a writer himself, we asked him what points
he would highlight if writing a profile of AV Helpdesk. He
delivered three points:
� “As an organization each individual has worked up
the ranks in the industry. At some point we have been the
installers, project managers and programmers. Everything
we have done from the documentation, drawings and
business model comes from years of learning, firsthand
what works and what doesn’t in our industry.”
� “We may have a different business model than most
Integrators are used to, [but by] keeping the engineering

and programming in house [AVHD] is able to deliver a
consistent product that can be replicated and standardized throughout entire organizations.”
� “We work closely with our clients to ensure that their
technology roadmap is followed. We consistently research
new technologies and find ways that they could benefits
the companies that we work with. Unlike others who will
push new technology onto a company simply because of
‘buzz’ we will bring the technology to the companies with
a focus and develop how it can be applied to their business. In many instances I have seen companies blindly
invest in ‘widgets’ simply because a salesperson or consultant jumped on a ‘hot new tech bandwagon.’ Innovation is paramount to what we do, but innovation without
research and an application is a waste.”
v Follow @chris_neto on Twitter
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